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REASON FOR ISSUE
These Requirements and AdJusting
Procedures (R.A.P.) are issued to replace
specification X-70263-01, Issue 1 for the
following reasons:
To bring the information up-to-date and
to issue it as an R.A.P. (Class D).
To add a method and illustration to cover the lubrication of the connecting

pl&te and rollers which form a part of the
multiple brush trip lever assembly. (Information for W.E. Co. covered by C0-160584,
Issue 1.)
·~

To change and add AdJusting Procedures.
To revise the tool list.

5.

To change and add requirements as covered on Sheet 1 attached hereto.

CHANGES IN ADJUSTING PROCEDURES FROM X-70263-01, ISSUE 1
Paragraph No.

The title is changed to
include the No. 8-A indicator and No. 1-A guide.
1.001

Was 1.1. Revised to cover
the 8-A indicator and No.
1-A guide and reworded to
agree with the latest
standard :rorm.

1.002

Added.

1.003

Revised to give new code
number for the dental
mirror which was R-1623,
now is 376-A.
Revised to include tools,
gauges and materials to
cover the lubrication requirement and the .075"
travel adJustment on
bridging sleeve springs.
Reworded to agree with
latest standard :rorm.

l.006

....-,

.

'

Change

Paragraph No.

Change

2.13, M-1)
and K-2)

Were 3.12, M-1 and M-2.
Reworded.

2.13, M-3

..ldded.

2.14

was 3.13. Revised to cover .075" travel adjustment.

2.15

Was 3.15. Revised to cover brushes with double
contact sleeve springs.

2.16

Was 3,16.

Reworded.

2.22

was 3.20.

Reworded.

2 .23, M-1)
and M-2)

Was 3.21, 14-1.

Reworded.

2.23, Figs. G, J Added.
H,I,J,K and L)
2.24, M-4.

Added,

2.25, M-1)
and 14-2)

Were 3,24, M-1 and M-2.
Reworded.

2.25, Figs.)
1.i li.nd N )

Added.

2.26, M-1)
and M-2)

Were 3.22, .14'."l and M-2,
and 3.23, M-1 and M-2.
Combined and reworded.

2.27, K-1

was

2.2'1, Fig. 0

Added.

2.28, 14-3, M-o)
)
and 11-6

Added.

2.28, M'."4, M-7)
)
and K-8

Were parts o:r 3.27, 3.28,
3.29 and 3.30. Combined
and reworded.

2.01

Added.

2.02, M-1

was 3.1, M-1.

Reworded.

2.03, M-2

Was 3.2, M-2

Reworded.

2.05

Was 3.4.

2...05, M-1 to)
M-4, Incl.)
)
and M-6

Were 3.4, M-1 to M-4, Incl.
arid M-6, respectively.
Reworded.

2.06, M-1

Was 3.5, .14-1.

2.06, Fig. B

Added.

2.09, M-l)
and M-2)

Were 3.8, .14-l, .14-2, M-3
and M-4. Rewarded.

2.10, .14-1)
and ll-2)

Were 3.9, .14-1 and M-2.
Rewords.

2.29, M-1 to)
M-5 Incl. )

Part added and part 3.31,
M-1 and 14-2. Reworded.

2.11, .14-2

Was 3.10, M-2.

Reworded •

2.30

Title reworded.

.14-2

Was 3.11, M-2.

Reworded.

2.1~.

Title changed.

Reworded,

3.26, .14-1.

Copyright 1928 by .American Telephone anl Telegraph Company
Printed in the U.S.A.
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PAGE 2

Change

Paragraph No.

Were 3 .32, M-1 and .1v;-2.
Reworded.

2.30, M-1)
and M-2)
2. ;31 • .M-1 t

0 )

M-5 Incl. )
2.33, r.t-1)
and M-2)

Partly added and partly
3.33, M-1. Reworded.

2.351, M-1, M-2.)
M-5 to M-10
) Added.
Incl.
)
2.352, M-1 to)
M-4 Incl. )

Added.

Added.
Other paragraphs renumbered as required.

CHANGES IN
Paragraph No.

Change

Paragraph No.

RE~UIR:el'.ENTS

Change

FROM :X:-70263-01, ISSUE l
Change

Paragraph No.

3.001

Was 2.002.

Reworded.

3.002

Added.

3.01

Added to cover lubrication.

3.02

Was 2.1. Reworded to
specify "gauge by feel".

3.03 and 3.04

Was 2.2 and 2.3, respectively. Reworded to agree
with latest available information.

3.07

Was 2.6.

3.08

was 2.7. Reworded to cover stud gap on every terminal.

3.09

3.16

Was 2.16. Revised to include special adjustment
at the referenc~ terminal.

3.17

was 2.17. Chane·ed to insure point of ccntact inside rounded corner of rotating lever.

3.21 and 3.22

Added.

3.26

Was 2.22 and 2.23.
bined to simplif".r.

3.28

Was 2.8. Reworded to cover sleeve shoe touching
tip or ring terminal.

Was 2.27, 2.28, 2.29 and
2.30. Limits revised to
bring up to lateat available information combined
with a new requirement
covering "Y" commutator
brush spring location.

3.29 and 3.30

3.11, 3.12)
and 3.13)

Was 2.10, 2.11 and 2.12,
respectively. Revised to
agree with the latest form.

Were 2.31 and 2.:'.i2. Reworded to agree with
latest form.

3.31

3.14

Was 2.13. Revised to cover .075" travel adjustment.
2.14 omitted.

was 2.33. Changed to
specify two points on bank
for checking clearance.

3.32

Was 2.34. Reworded to
agree with latest form.

3.33

Added.

3.15

Title reworded.

Was 2.15. Revised to cover brushes with double
contact sleeve springs.
SECTION 1

Com-

GENERAL

Whenever it is found necessary to move
a brush rod, trip rod or multiple brush
off normal in order to check for or readjust
to meet any of the requirements in this R.A.P.;
the associated selector circuit should be made
busy by inserting a make-busy plug in the makebusy jack of the circuit. If necessary, a
small wedge may be placed between the downdriv~ clutch armature and the associated lever
1.002 Reference shall be made to R.A.P.
arm in order to prevent it from operating and
~ X-70000-01 covering General Requirements, restoring the brush rod tc normal if the magnet
Definitions ~nd Information, for additional in- is operated.
formation necessary for the proper application
of this R.1...P ••
1.005 A visual inspection shall be made be~~- fore checking or readjusting any multiple brush to insure that the reference ter~ Tools KS-2632 (Reading Glass) and 376-A
(Dent~l Mirror) may be used in connecminal and the associated tip and ring te~minals
tion with the visual inspections specified on
o! the same circuit group of terminals by which
attached Sheets l to 7 inclusive and corresthe brush is to be set are correctly aligned
ponding adjusting procedures.
horizontally and vertically with respect to the

The Requirements and ~dJusting Procedures specified herein cover panel district, office, incoming and final selector
elevator apparatus (No. 11 type and D-85387
multiple brushes, No. 2 and No. 9 type brush
rods, No. l type trip rode, No. 8 type indi.cators and No. 1-A guides) and replace specification X-70263-01, Issue 1.
~

1.004
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other terminals in the bank. Selector multiple brushes on standard coded banks and the
front side of "D" specification banks have
their tip springs on the left-hand side of the
brush assembly. Brushes used on the rear of
"D" speoification 00.nks have their tip springs
on the right-hand side and their ring springs
on the left-hand side of the brush assembly.

Tools (Cont.)
Description

Code No.

Bell System 3-1/2" Cabinet
Screw-driver per A.T.&T.Co.
Drawing 46-X-40
Bell System 6-1/2" Cabinet
Screw-driver per A.T.&T.Co.
Drawing 46-X-40

List of Tools, Gauges, Test Apparatus
and Jl;aterials required for the apparatus oovered by this R.A.P.

~

Bell System P-Long Nose
Pliers - 6-1/2" per
a.T.&T.Co. Drawing 46-X-56

~

Code No.

Descr1 p ti on

35

Screw-driver - 3-1/2"
(Part of Tool 221)

206

Screw-driver 30 Degree
Offset

207

Screw-driver 90 Degree
Off set

220

Wrench 3/16" Hex. Socket
(Part of Tool 221)

325

Trip .Magnet Armature Extension AdJuster

326

Trip lAagnet Armature Extension Holder

327

Trip Finger AdJuster

328

1-A Guide AdJuster

329

1-A Guide Holder

331

Spring Ad,1uster

376-A or (the
Dental Mirror
replaced R-1623)
380-A or (the
Brush Spring AdJuster
replaced R-55760)
396-A

Rack Locating Tool

R-1575

Camel's Hair Brush

KS-2631

Screw-driver - 4-1/2"

KS-2632

Reading Glass

Orange St 1 ck
Pen Knife
Gauges
68

70-0-70 Gram Gauge

80

.015" - .035 11 and .025"
.045" Double-end Double
Step Thickness Gauge

85-B

.010" Thickness Gauge

85-C

.020" Thickness Gauge

86

.005" and .008" Double-end
Right Angle Offset Thickness Gauge

89

1/16 11 and 1/64 11 Round
Thickness Gauge
Test Apparatus

E-1

Lamps (2 Required)

13

Lamp Sockets (2 Required)

35?

Tool (Spring Contact Clip)

365

Tool (Suspender Clip)

893

Cord (Equipped with No. 360
Tool at Both Ends) ·
Dry Cells (4 Required)
Materials

KS-2423

Bell Systt'lm Double Grip
Screw-driver per A.T.&T.Co.
Drawing 46-X-201

Twill-Jean Cloth
Western Electric Lubricating
Compound No. 3
~.P.

Carbon Tetrachloride

Wedge
SECTION 2 - AD.TUSTING PROCEDURES
(Rq.3.01) position to trip the lowest brush on the selector.
Lubrication of Trip Rod RotatiRf Levers
M-l
Operate the trip rod manually so as to
and Trip Armature Extensions
ise the
open up a space between the rotating
brush rod associated with the trip rod rotatlever and .the trip armature extension. Dip an
ing lever to be lubricated so that it is in
LUERICATION
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R-1575 oamel's hair brush in Western Electric f the container holding the lubricant and making
Lubricating Compound No; 3, removing the ex· sure to remove the. excess. lubricant from the
cess lubricant from the brush before withbrush before withdrawing the brush fltom the
drawing it :trom the container, and apply it to container, apply the lubricant to the suri'aces
the trip rod rotating lever and the trip arma- referred to in M-4. After applying the lubriture extension as shown in Fig. A.
cant it is advisable, if service conditions
permit, to keep the reset lever from rubbing
on the reset plate for 15 minutes to allow the
Trip
carbon
tetrachloride to evaporate.
Rod
K-6
If necessary, clean the surfaces referred to in K-4 with a dry oloth per
KS-2423. If it is found that due to the presence of a gummy or sticky deposit the surfaces
cannot be cleaned with a dry cloth, the cloth
may be saturated with C.P. carbon tetrachloride. If it is found necessary to use carbon
tetrachl.oride for cleaning purposes, do not
apply the lubricant until the cleaning fluid
has evaporated.
Rotating
Lever
(Rq.3.02)
RACK TONGUE POSITIO~

!!::!.
R-1575 Camel's
Hair Brush

Reset
(Bearing)
Plate

If the rack tongue does not assume its
correct position in the brush rod, it
is either distorted or the.brush rod is
twisted. If the rack tongue is distorted,
stre.ighten it with a pair of l.ong-nose pliers.
If the brush rod is twisted, loosen the mul.tipl.e brushes and the commutator brush with
the No. 220 socket wrench and turn the rod to
its correct position; then rel.ocate the mul.tipl.e and commutator brushes in accordance with
the requirements for this apparatus specified
herein or in the R.A.P •. covering commutator
brushes.
RACK COUPLING PIN ENGAGEMENT

(Rq.3.03)

!:!.
Fig.· .6.- Method of Lubricating Trip Rod
Rotating Levers and Trip Armature
Extensions

With the brush rod coupled to the rack, .
raise the rod away from the rack as far
as permitted by the pl.ay of the rack tongue in
its sl.ot, and notice that the rod drops back
against the shoulder of the rack due to its
own weight when rel.eased. When checking tor
this requirement, make sure that no multiple
brush is tripped.

K'."2
K-3

Take care that the lltbricant does not
get on the raoka or cork roll.a of the
drive. After applying th3 lubricant it is advisable, if service conditions permit, to allow the parts lubricated to remain idl.e 'for
approximately 15 minutes to permit the carbon
tetrachloride to evaporate.

!!:..!

Lubrication of Reset Levers, and Reset
(Bear!Tt) Plates It the reset lever,
or the resetearlng) plate with which it
comes in contact shows signs of wear or if the
reset lever snags against the reset (bearing)
plate as the multiple brush restores to its
normal position, apply Western Electric Lubricating Compound No. 3 to the surface of the
reset (bearing) plate where the reset lever
comes in contact with it and 1/2" of the under
surface of the reset lever at the end of the
lev·er where it comes in contact with the reset
(bearing) plate as follows:

K-5

Dip an R-1575 camel's hEiir brush into

If the rod appea:rrs to bind Ion the rack
coupling pin, that is, if the rod does
not return to the shoulder of. th• raclc when
raised and rel.eased as specified in K.-l. above,
first make certain that this is not caused by
a binding or bOlfed brush rod. (See paragraph
2.0B.) It the brush rod is not binding or
bow.ed uncoupl.e the rack and examine the coupl.ing pin to see that it is not bent; also see
that there are no short bends in. the l.ower end
of the brush rod. Check to see that there are
no burrs or dirt in the hole in the brush rod,
and that the hol.e is large enough to permit
the rack coupl.ing pin to enter freely.
2.04 CLEARANCE BETWEEN ROTATING LEVER (Rq.3.04)

~~

AND TOP ctuTcH tocaTING PLATE

!:1

To obtain tpis adjustment, slightly
l.oosen the set screw with the 3-l/2"
cabinet screw-driver and shift the rotating
lever until. the desired gap is obtained. In
resetting the rotating l.ever see that it is as
nearly horizontal. with the retractile spring
as possibl.e.

'•

'

.

\

¢'£~,.%rc ••,,,{··;;~:J ~>.::vzlc.::{ ·.. :,'\}$t;.;;;d, :··
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~t the retraot1le spring has 1111ft1oi•nt tension to restore the rotating
lever.finil.7baclt to nor•l and oheok the operati~ ot t.he retraotile spring by manually
opera~\ile an4 releaaing the trip magnet armature.

14-2

. see

FRUD014 OF KOVEllEBT OF

DOSH ROlS

(Rq .. 3.05)

Check to see that there is no interferenoe oaused by the oommutator brush
local cable form coming in contact with a commutator or the form snagging on an adJacent
brush frame.
To check the freedom of movement of the
brush rod, first raise the brush rod to
its highest position, that is, with an up stop
collar touching the under side of its associated bearing locating plate, and trip one multiple brush. Care should be exercised when
raising a brush rod which has a tendency to
bind. Do not force the rod upward, but first
check to see that t·he bind is not caused by
multiple b1·ush being tripped below its normal
tripping position. It all the brushes are
reset ancl, still the brush rod binds, it should
be correoted as oovered in the following methods. Failure to observe this warning may result in either bending the trip finger out of
alignment or bending or breaking the hard rubber roller on the trip lever assembly.
Hold bac,Jcthe pawl ot the associated
oluto~ with an orange stick at the same
time plaoihg • i"inger under the frame of the
lowest multiple. brush below the mounting screw
so as to support the brush rod in its descent.

K-3

K-4

Lolrer th• b:ru.sh rod slowly and evenly.
bruSll ired should follow the movement ot tbie fi~er Without sticking or binding
durjng its' ent'be tra'fel; that is, until the
r. eeet lever .o'f a ·tripped brush touches the reaet plat······.'
·.lt 1•·.' no. t·. neoessary that the tripped
b~~;·: e' reeei ty the oombined weight of
the rod,, ·., • raok al.oAe. (See Requirement 3.28
( b) , Oll · · et 6 tOJr. ~sh reset requirement. )
!hei

clutch meets all the requirements tor alignment speoitied in the R.A.P. oovering Bos. l, .
2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 type clutches, and then se~·"
ourely retighten the mounting screw. The o'om...
mutator brush and all the multiple bruah•iJ on
the rod must now be rechecked tor height'-4
the brushes on the No. O and No. 1 bankit"
should be rechecked tor horizontal centering,
as the adJustment tor alignment may have
changed the position of the clutch. If it has
been found necessary to realign the clutch,
the requirements covering the horizontal lo.:sation ot the trip finger and those covering
th,e location of the trip armature extension
with respect to the rotating lever should be
rechecked.
If the brush rod binds only in spots
throughout its travel, the binding may'
be caused by interference between the bearinge
and bumps or spots ot paint or shellac on the
brush rod. Stop the rod on one of the binding
spot~ and check each bearing, in turn, for
play in a straight front to rear direction by
grasping the rod in the fingers directly below the bearing plate and moving it backwards
and forwards. If the bearing does not show a
peroeptible play, examine the rod carefully to
determine the cause of the bind. Spots of
paint or shellac may be removed by soraping
the rod with the blunt edge of a knife taking
care not to nick the rod.
A uniform bind throughout the travel of
the brush rod is probably caused by excessive multiple brush or commutator brush
spring tension. Check the tensions of the
multiple brush springs and the commutator brush
springs and where they are found to be excessive or close to the maximum requirements reduce them slightly. Try to apportion the adJustment so as to set each spring approxim&tely
at its mean requirements rather than to reduce
arur one spring to its minimum requirements.
Refer to paragraph 2.11 and to the R.A.P. covering commutator brushes when it is necessary
to make the above cheok or adJustment.

!!.:.§.

Jd-9

Such binds as are caused by kinks and
bends in the brush ro~ will also be noticed as occurring only in certain spots dur14-5
l~ib:Uld.ut'i"ioient to prevent the
-b . · . '· ~~· .:ft!om meeting this requirement ing the travel of the rod. It tnere is front
to rear play in every bearing, and if' there is
oooue •t-. .
.the top of the brush rod
no bind due to heavy brush tens.ion, interfertrav•l.• t.~·1 u.
· .....
· ··.·.ma.y be Er. mi'Saligned olutch,
ence with the No. 1-A guide or a misaligned
or. a ltd.di s. Jio_,, l.~A guid-e, or both. To declutch, examine the rod carefully to ascertaitt
termin• t .,~~ l'lause, uncouple the rack and
rata• the fblruah .nt. aa high as it will go. I t whether it is straight throughout its enti;i-e, ..
.
the bia.. it8 etiU present, it may be caused by length. If kinks or bends are ·located,
straighten the rod by grasping it in the finthe Bo·. ,,~~r'gµ4·4e and 11he guide should be inspected:,- *hp toun!l out of adJustment, cor- gers above and below the bent portion and bow~
rected. Ml''.l.oified in paragraph 2.06. It the ing the rod in a direction to correct the bend.
Be care:t'lll to leave the rod straight and not
bind ha• dtaeppeare~. it may have been caused
to produce any kinks in it. Af'ter straightenby a mia.J;l.,{gned olutl'oh or a bowed brush rod.
ing the rod, check tor requirement 3.09.
A vi•ual. c~eck•"1.li generally serve to determine whether the o1utch or the rod is at fault. (Horizontal Centering of Multiple Brushes),
3.12 (Brush Intrusion), 3.14 (Bridging Sleeve
Spring Location), 3.15 (Non-bridging Sleeve ·
!::!
If the clutch is out of alignment
loosen the mounting screw at the bottom Spring Location), 3.16 (Tip and Ring Spring
of' the ol~toh with the Bell System double grip Location) and 3.31 (Clearance Between Multiple
screw-driver and swing the bottom ot the clutch Brush Frames and Banlt Terminals). I t the fault
in.the proper direc~ion necessary to bring the cannot be discovered in any other waf, remove
one pair of bearings at a time and replace
coupling pin om the rack into line with the
them. With a bearing removed in this manner,
bole in the brush rod• Make sure that the
. .I

:•a•.t

'
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that part ot the rod that is bowed will be
plainl.7 shown· by its position with reapeot to
the bearing supporting plate.

!::!Q.

To insure that a brush rod does not
bind in a bearing see that the ~earings
meet requirement 3.07.

1-A GUIDE LOCATION

(Rq.3.06)

halves. (See M-1). This is generall7 due to
the front and rear displacement of one half of
the bearing with respeot to the other halt.
This may be corrected by lightl7 tapping the
bearing halves with the sorew-driver handle.
STUD GAP

2.08

(Rq.3.08)

:M-1

The llo. 86 thickness gauge may be used
tor the purpose ot checking this stud
gap. The stud gap may also be cheoked visually by toroing the inner spring outward with an
orange stio.t and noting the amount of travel
on the inner spring betore the outer spring
starts to move.

To adJuat a brush rod guide which binds
against the trip rod in the asoent or
4eaoent ot the brush rod, bend the guide with
a Bo. 328 adJuster, plaoing the No. 329 holder
With its slot down over the baok end of the
'giiide and over the rod to secure it tirmly as
K-2
It the stud gap required read.Justment,
shown in Fig. B.
the multiple brush should be examined
Trip
to see that it is in aooordanoe with the tigRod
ure accompa·nying requirement 3.08 on Sheet 3
tor the purpose ot determining what condition
is responsible tor the laok ot stud gap. Unless the sleeve springs are distorted, the adJustment should be made by bending the outside
springs between the points indicated on the
drawing, using the No. 331 spring adJuster.
Extreme oare should be used in making the neces sar,y corrections. The adJuster's ettorts
should be to restore the spring to its original correct condition and not to add additional
distortion.
HORIZONTAL CENTERING OF

MUIJTIPLE BRUSHES

!=J:.
Fig. B - llethod ot AdJusting 1-A Guide

Should the trip rod appear bent so as
to oauae the guide to bind in only one
or two points, straighten the trip rod at
these points.

11-2

(Rq.3.09)

there is no olearanoe between the
back of one sleeve shoe and a tip or
ring terminal, and a large olearanoe between
the back of the other sleeve shoe and its associated tip or ring terminal; this condition
will usually be caused by the whole brush assembly being twisted sideways. To correct
this loosen the multiple lrush clamping screw
slightly with the No. 220 socket wrenoh and
twist the brush assembly so that both sleeve
springs will be approximately equidistant from
the adJaoent sleeve terminal. Then retighten
the multiple brush clamping screw.
It

It it is found impossible to obtain the
desired clearance by tollowing K-1 and
either or both ot the sleeve spring shoes still
In order to insure that the bearing is
not binding on the rod, there should be make contact with the tip or ring terminals it
a perceptible movement ot the rod at each beal'- will generally be found that the gap between
the sleeve spring at taul~ and the adJacent tip
ing. To oheo.t tor this, grasp the rod in the
fingers directly below the bearing and move it or ring spring at the tirit bend ot the sleeve
tirst trom aide to side and then trom front to spring will be much grea~~r than the normal
one. To correct this condition, apply the
rear. By so doing, the play it present, can
380-k spring adJuster to the sleeve spring
be detected.
close to its ba9e and push it toward the conK-2
Bearings open more than .005" should be tact end of the spring while exerting a slight
closed by tapping the bearing half into twisting pressure that will bow the spring outward. It may be necessary to repeat this operthe correct position with the 3-1/2" oabinet
screw-drirer. Bearing halves should always be ation to obtain the perceptible clearance.
dressed to the lett and to the rear. Do not
2.10 TIP AND Rm SPRING CLEARABCE (Rq.3.10)
pry against the adJacent bearing. A light
held ~ut below the bearing locating plate
~o check tor this olearanoe, raise the
·will be tound ot considerable help in checking
brush rod until the .brush is in line
tor open ~earings.
with the reterenoe terminal and preas the brueh
K-3
Betore separating the halves of a bear- first to the right and then to the lett until
the back ot the sleeve spri:ag touches the tip
ing, ma.te sure that the bind is not
or ring terminal. and observe the clearance beoaused by the misalignment ot the bearing

BRUSH ROD BEARING GAP

(Rq.3.07)

M-2
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tween the tip and ri!J& springs end their associated tel'Jliinals. In checking on the reference terminal to insure a 1/64" clearance on
any other terminal in the bank, allowance
should be made for any lateral offset of the
bank terminals.
To adjust for this clearance, examine
the brush to see if it is in accordance
with the figure accompanying requirement 3,10
on Sheet 3 for the purpose of determini!J& what
condition is responsible for this lack of
clearance and the necessary means to be used
in correcting it. Pay particular attention to
the clearance between the sleeve springs and
the outside springs at the point where the
first bend occurs on a sleeve spring.
If the tip, ring or sleeve springs are
not distorted but the stud gap is
larger than required, the stud gap may be reduced to .ooan by bending the tip or ring
spring between the points indicated in the
figure accompanying requirement 3.08 on Sheet
3 using a Ifo. 331 spring adjuster.

!:.,!

After adjusting for this requirement, /
check and readjust if necessary, for
stud gap, horizontal centering, parallel contact and other features that may have been
disturbed.
BRUSH SPRING TENSION

(Rq.3.11)

Multiple brush contact spring tension
should be measured at the point indicated in the figure accompanying requirement
3.11 on Sheet 3. The No. 68 gram gauge may be
used in checking this tension.

14-1

Spring adjusting tor tensioning should
be done with the 380-A spring adjuster
close to the point where the spring leaves the
pileup clamping plates and insulators.

PAGE '1

should not be readjusted to meet this requirement, but the multiple brushes should be
checked for requirements 3,09, 3.10, 3,11,
3.14, 3,15, 3.16, and 3.31 if it has been necessary to straighten the rod. .H is satisfactory if· in isolated cases a brush only approximately meets the requirement at the top
or bottom of the bank provided it meets it at·
the reference terminals and provided a check
is made with other brushes to insure that the
failure to meet the requirement is not due to
misalignment of the bank.
PARALLELISM OF BRUSH SPRINGS

(Rq.3.13)

Check to insure that the contacting surfaces of the sp~ings are not out of
parallel with the reference terminal more than
.005n for the full width of the fiber shoe and
not more th&n .0025n for one-half the width of
the fiber shoe. To facilitate in checking this
requirement, use should be made of the No.
38-B lamp or a regular 110 volt extension lamp.
Hold the lamp so that the light shines upward
from beneath the terminal. By looking down on
the terminal, the amount that the brush spring
be out of parallel with the terminal can
easily discerned.
M-2

To bring the brush springs with the
limits specified in requirement 3.13,
adjust the springs at a point in front of the
rubber separators with the No. 331 spring adjuster. A:n.y distorted spring should be corrected at this time.
Caution Deviation from parallel should
be kept as small as possible to prevent
the snagging or chattering of the brushes.
BRIDGING SLEEVE SPRING

LOCATION

M-1

(Rq.3.14)

To adjust for the bridging sleeve spring
location make busy the circuit associated with the brush rod on which the brush to
M-3
When making any adjustment of brush
springs, care should be taken not to re- be adjusted is mounted as well as the circuits
associated with those brush rods immediately
duce the clearance between the sleeve springs
adjacent to it.
and th~ hard rubber r9llers arid also to prevent ar.y distortion or kinking of the springs,
Raise the brush rod until the multiple
thereby affecting their relation with the cor- !:,&
brush under test is approxim&tely tworesponding terminals. Note that with the multiple trush tripped the hard rubber rollers do thirds of the way up the bank, and make sure
that the weight of the brush rod assembly rests
not touch the sleeve springs.
on the clutch pawl.
(Rq.3.12)
BRUSH lNTRUSION
M-3
With the brush in this position, make
sure that the contacting surface of
M-1
Inspect for the brush projecting in
either sleeve spring is not tilted from the
from the edge of the terminals, on the
vertical. plane of the contacting portion of the
top, bottom and reference terminals.
bank terminal enough to interfere with the
proper bridging of the brush springs. A tilted
ll.-2
If failure to meet this requirement is
brush spring is shown in Fig. C, If any
general on one bank, it is an indisprings are found tilted away from the termication that the bank is out of adjustment.
}'here there are only individual cases, a check nals in this manner, they should be straightShould be made to see whether or not the bruSh ened with the 380-A spring adjuster, and the
springs should then be rechecked for require.rod is bent in or out and, if' so, the brush
ment 3.13 (Parallelism of Brush Springs).
rod shou~d be straightened. If, however, the
brush rod is straight and this-condition
exists, the brush rod should not be bent to
correct it. It is sometimes possible to correct the above conditions by moving the brush
rod bearings. The multiple brush itself
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Fig. C - Tilted Brush Condition

LOWER SLEEVE SPRING
M-4

Insert the spring of' the No. 396-A rack
locating tool into the rack notch corresponding to rack index number 45. With the
rack locating tool in the position shown in
Fig. D, exert a slight downward pressure. on
the horizontal arm to snap the stud. into its
associated notch. Lower the brush rod until
the shoulder ot the rack locating tool rests
tightly down against the clutch pawl.

test. In accordance with the wiring of the
testing circUit as shown in Fig. F,:, connect
the negative side of' the test battery to
ground and connect the No. 357 spring contact
clip to the sleeve spring of the brush Just
tripped. This is done tor the purpose of making the reference terminal busy to any hunting
selector. If the lamps light, it is an indication that the reference terminal is busy.
Break the circuit by removing the clip and
test the termin&l from time to time until th6
terminal is idle.. '?hen securely attach the
No. 357 spring contact clip. If the reference
terminal is permanently made busy, it will be
necessary first to attach the No. 357 spring
contact clip to the sleeve spring and then rem_ove the strap wire from the terminal at the
distributing frame which is associated with
the reference terminal. Connect the end of
the No. 893 cord equipped with the No. 365
tool to ground and with the No. 357 tool connect the other end of' the cord to the sleeve
spring of' one of the other brushes on the same
rod as the one being adJusted. If the brush
being adjusted makes contact with the reference
terminal, the lamps will light.
No. 357 'l'ool
(Spring Contact Clip)
Sleeve Spring
Sleeve Spring
of' B~h
Adjacent to
of Brush
Being Tested~"""""~~--~
One Being
'l'estecl
Reference
Terminals

-=--6Aiding
Volt

Battery·

Fig. D - Method of' Inserting the Bo. 396-A
Rack Locating Tool Into the Rack

K-5

If the adJ~tment is to be made on an
individual brush only, raise a brush
rod adJacent to the one being worked on, so
that the rack index number 49 shows Just above
the clutch sighting plate. If' the adjustment
is to be applied on a number ot brush rods, or
it it is more convenient, make the circuit
busy and raise an end selector to this position
instead ot raising the one adJacent to the selector containing the brush under test.

!!::!

With the rod raised to the position referred to in K-5, trip the brush associated with the same bank as the brush under

This circuit ·when connected as shown, automatically makes the reference terminal busy.
Fig. E - Lamp Circuit to be Used with the
Rael: Locating Tool No. 396-A when
Adjusting the Lower Bridging Sleeve
Spring
M-7

To determine whether or.not the sleeve
spring is set within.the limits specified raise or depress the spring by means of an
orange stick approximately .005", depending on
whether the lamps do or do not light, respectively. If the lamps go out when the spring is
raised or light when the spring is depressed
this distance1 it is an indication that the
spring i9 in adjustment. Fig. F shows how the
spring may be raised in this manner. If the
spri~g is found to be outside the limits specified as determined by the above test it will be

TCI Library www.telephonecollectors.info
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necess&17 to adjuat it as covered by the following methods.
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Bridging
Sleeve
Spring
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part of the brush assembly.
K-9

.Adjustment of 11-A Brush This brush
has been replaced by the ll-D brush and
the relat~on between its sleeve springs and
the tip and ring springs makes it necessary in
adjustinglfor the .075" contact travel to
raise or ~ower the lower sleeve spring as follows. De~ermine the lower sleeve spring by
eye and loosen the lower screw associated with
the spring assembly containing the spring,
with the No. 206 or No. 207 offset screw-driver. Lower or raise the spring with the No.
380-A spring adJuster until it just makes or
breaks contact with the terminal as shown by
the flickering of the test lamp.
If the tip or ring spring associated
with this assembly has been thrown out
of adjustment by this operation check 1.t approximately at this time by noting that the
top edge of the contact portion of the tip or
ring spring lines up approximately with the
bottom edge of the respective tip or ring terminal above the reference terminal. If the
spring does not line up with the termi~l: 1~
this manner, make it do so by adjuLi:t11t ·
with the No. 380-A adjuster, taki~:· , · , not
to throw out the sleeve spring adJ ~. ~
· t.

~

M-11

Tighten the spring assembly clamping
screws.

Recheck the sleeve spring adjustment
since the tightening of the screws may
change the location of the springs slightly.
It necessary, readjust as covered in K-8 for
the 11-D brush.

M-1~

HIGHER SLEEVE SPRING
Fig. F - Method of Raising Bridging Sleeve
Spring to Check Vertical Adjustment

f

AdJustment ot ll-D Brush The ll-D
brush ls manufactured with the correct
relation between the sleeve springs and the
tip and ring springs to permit making the adjustment tor the .075" contact travel·without
raising or lowering an individual spring in
the spring assembly. Accordingly, if the
brush is not in adjustment, loosen tbe multiple bru.sh clamping screw with the No. 220
socket wrench sufficiently to permit the adjustment to be made. Tap the shank of the
socket wrench up or down as required until the
sleeve spring just makes or breaks contact
with the reference terminal as indicated by
the flickering of the tea\ lamps, at the same
time centering the brush as accurately as possible in its horizontal position. Due to the
greater forward and backw~rd movement permissible in the brush rod.a at the No. O and No. 4
banks, take care when adjusting the brushes on
these banks to hold the brush rod as near as
possible to its normal vertical position in
order not to affect the height of the brush
setting. ~e b'ame of the brush should not be
tapped in malting this adjustment as this will
be likely to ~r the finish or distort some

Adjustment of 11-A and 11-D Brushes
Raise the brush rod until the rack index number 52 shows Just above the clutch
.
sighting plate, making sure that the weight of
the brush rod assembly rests on the clutch
pawl. Check to see that the top edge "C" o:f
the contacting portion of the higher sleeve
spring does not extend above the centerline o:f
terminal No. 53. If the top edge "C" ot the
contact portion of the higher sleeve spring
extends above the center of the terminal,
loosen the lower spring assembly clamping screw
with the No. 206 or No. 207 offset screw-driver
and lower the sleeve spring as required with
the No~ 380-~ spring adJuster. Check tip or
ring spring associated with the assembly to.see
if it has been thrown out o:f adjustment by
this operation. I:f' it is, center it approximately on the No. 52 terminal using the method
similar to that covered above.

~

M-14

Tighten the spring assembly clamping
screws.

K-15

It it was found necessary to remove a
strap wire to make.the·referenoe terminal idle this wire should be soldered to the
proper terminal before disconnecting the lamp
'circuit.
Remove the Bo. 396-A rack locating tool
trom the rack,. disconnect the lamp cir-
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cult and lower to the ~ormal position all
brush rods which were raised in making this
adJuatment,
M-17

Remove the busy condition imposed on
the selector cirouits specified in M-1.
NON-BRIDGING SLEEVE SPRING
.
LOCATION

(Rq,Z.15)

M-1

Raise the brush rod until the rack index number 49 shows Just above the
clutch sighting plate, making sure that the
weight of the brush rod assembly rests on the
clutch pawl.

M-2

No. 11-B and No. 11-E Brushes To locate the sleeve springs of these brushes in accordance with the requirement, loosen
the multiple brush clamping screw and move the
brush as a whole on the brush rod as covered
in 2.14, M-8. The non-bridging sleeve spring
is in its ideal adJustment when the centerline
of the spring coincides with the centerline of
the reference terminal.

After making sure that the tip and ring
springs meet their requirements and
that the brush is located as aoourately as
possible horizontally, tighten the multiple
brush al.amping screw.
·

brush rod assembly resting on the clutch pawl.
.Note the setting of the tip and ring springs.
If the upper edge of the contact fortion of
the springs shows at least .015" three-quarters thickness of terminal), above the upper
edge of the terminal, and the lower eclge of
the contact ~ortion of the spring shows at
least .015" (three-quarters thickness of terminal) below the lower edge of the terminal,
the adjustment may be assumed to be satisfactory for any terminal in the bank.
Before adjusting for this requirement,
first determine that the sleeve springs
have their correct setting. If this setting
is incorrect, readjust the sleeve springs as
covered in paragraphs 2.14 and 2.15. If,
after this adjustment, it is found that the
tip and ring springs fail to meet the limits
specified in M-l above, adJust the springs at
fault as follows:

14-2

M-3

Loosen the lower assembly screw with
the No. 206 or No. 207 offset screwdriver and raise or lower the spring with the
380-A spring adJuster until there is at least
.015" contact metal of the spring showing
above or below the reference terminal. Tighten the assembly screw if it has been loosened.
Check the adJustment of the sleeve spring in
the same pileup and readJust it, if necessary.
POINT OF CONTACT BETWEEN TRIP (Rq.3.17)
ARMA.!MID EXTENSIOJ.l' IiD
RCTIT!IG t!V'!R
VERTIClt LO~T!oN
TRIP
(Rq.3.18)

M-4
Nos. 11-C 11-F, 11-G and D-85387
--Brushes (~ouble Contact S!eeve Springs)
To locate the Sleeve springs of these bruShis
in accordance with the requirement, attempt ·to
meet the requirement by loosening the multiple
brush clamping screw with the No. 220 socket
wrench and raising or lowering the brush as a
whole, as covered in 2.14, M-8.

~

M-5

LOCATION OF SHARP EDGE OF TRIP (Rq.3.20)
.ARMATtmE EXT:Osrol
CLEARANl!E BE'.l!HEN !RIP
(Rq.3.21)
~
AREIT'tm! mEHs!OB' AND R'J.CK
(Rq.3.22)
CI.EAEANcE BE'.l!WEEN' TlU'P
bB.
ARMA.mRE EXTEB'src1 DJ>
ADJACENT MtlLTIP'.tE BRUSH l!'iiAJ4ES

If this method will not permit the
brush to meet the requirement for both
sleeve ~P!'ings, locate the brush on the rod so
that the centerline of the contact portion of
one of the sleeve springs is as near as possible coincident with the centerline of the
reference terminal. Raise or lower the other
sleeve spring individually to bring it into
the specified position, by loosening the lower
screw of the spring assembly with the No. 206
or No, 207 offset screw-driver and raising or
lowering the sleeve spring as required with
the No. 380-A spring adJuster.

M-6

Check the location of the tip or ring
spring in this same ~ssembly in accordance with the requirement fqr the location of
the tip and ring springs. llf adJustments are
required, shift the spring with the No. 380-~
spring adJuste:r,".

M-7

Retighten the assembly clamping screws
and again recheck the location of the
sleeve spring to see that it is in the required position,

!.J!

TIP AND RING SPRING LOCATION

M-l

(Rq.3.16)

To check for this requirement the brush
rod should be in such a position that
the rack index number 49 shows Just above tne
o1utch sighting plate with the weight of the

2.18
~

2.20

er

ARMATURE E'.X!rER'sU~

WITH

RESPEaT To ROTIT!NG IEVER
PAmLELrim OF l!oftICT !!!WEEN (Rq.3.19)
TRrl5 AHMATTl'RE EXTDsr~ Ilm
ROmrn~

tEV:rm

M-1

In adJusting for requirem~nts 3.17,
3.18, 3.19, 3.20, 3.21, and 3.22 bend
the trip armature extension with the No. 325
adJuster while holding it with the No. 326
holder as outlined in 2.23, K-2, taking oare
that requirements 3.23 and 3.24 can still be
met,

K-2

In adJusting to meet requirement 2.18,
above, it may also be necessary to
raise or lower tne rotating lever. The rotating lever should not be lowered so that requirement 3.04 cannot be met.
CLEARANCE BETWEEN END OF TRIP
FINGER AND StEi!!VE SPRI'NGS

( Rq • 3. 23)

M::1,

To check for this clearance locate the
brush rod so that the trip lever of the
associated brush is Just below the trip finger
being checked. -Operate the trip armature
electrically when gauging the operated clearance. Use shouJ.d be made of the No. 89 round
thickness gauge in checking for this requirement,
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To change the position and the angular
travel of all the trip fingers on a
trip rod to meet this requirement, one o~ a
combination of the following methods may be
used.
(a) Bend the trip armature extension as shown
in Figs. G and H so as to engage the rotating
lever nearer to its center and thus increase
the swing of the lever•
Trip Rod

Trip
J.rmature
Extension

Trip Armature
tension Adjuster

(b) Bend the trip armature extension directly
over the semi-circular stop to change the position of the trip finger swing without changing the amount of swing as shown in Fig. I.
Use the No. 326 holder for holding the trip
magnet armature while bending it with a No.
325 adjuster.
rip Rod
Trip Armature
-Extension Adjuster

Rotating

f -Lever

SemiCircular
Stop
Trip
Fig. I
Fig. G - Method of Bending Trip Armature
Extension

Trip Armature
Extension AdJuster

Trip
Rod

A~mature

-

Extension

Method of Bending Trip Armature
Extension

(c) Bend the semi-circular portion of the trip
armature extension as necessary with long nose
pliers as shown in Fig. J, care being taken not
to bend it to such an extent as to cause interference between the trip armature extension
and the rack or the reset lever of the adjacent
multiple brush •
·
Trip
Rod
Pliers

Trip Armature Extension
Fig. H - Method of Bending Trip Armature
Extension

Fig.

J -

Kethod of Bending Semi-circular Stop
of Trip Armature Extension
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(d) When the rotating lever is not located on
the trip rod in a position to allow the proper
swing of the trip lever, loosen the rotating
lever clamping sorew slightly with the ~-1/2n
cabinet screw-driver and relocate t.he .rotating
lever on the trip rod. Tighten the clamping
screw after relocating the rotating lever.
14-3

If the normal position of one trip finger is out with respect to the others,
bend the trip finger back stop. The back stop
may be bent to the right by means of the blade
of the 3-1/2" cabinet screw-driver placed between it and the trip rod as shown in Fig. K.
It ·should be bent forward with a pair of long
nose pliers as shown in Fig. L. Care should
be exercised in making this adjustment to prevent injury to the trip finger.
Trip
Trip Finger
Rod ~Back Stop

the normal position of the individual trip
finger in question should be changed as outlined in 2.23, K-3. After making this adjustment, see that requirement 3.23 can be met.
TRIP FINGER RETURN TO NORMAL

(Rq.3.25)

14-1

To check for the trip finger return to
uorm.al, pull the trip finger back about
30° and allow it to return very slowly to nor.;,
mal.
Adjust a trip finger which binds by inserting the edge of the No. 35 screwdriver between the horizontal flanges of the
trip finger frame and yoke, either top or bottom, and then twisting the screw-driver slightly as shown in Fig. 14. Where it is found necessary to free the trip fingers in this manner,
care should be taken not to bend the trip finger frame or yoke to such an extent as to
cause excessive end play, because of its effect on trip finger height adjustments.

~

Screw-driver

Screw-driver
Trip
Finger
'----Finger
Figs. K and L - Methods of Bending Trip
Finger Back Stops
HORIZONTAL

CLE~CE

TRIP FINGER

m

BETWEEN

TRIP LIVER

{Rq.3.24)

Frame

Fi~.

14 - Method of Adjusting Binding Trip
Finger

With the trip rod in its normal position raise the brush rod until the
If the top and bottom :flanges are
brush is in the position in which the trip lev- M-3
spread too far, causing a bind, they
er of the associated brush wouJ.d be engaged by
the trip finger if the trip finger were opershould be pinched together with a pair of longnose pliers as shown in Fig. N.
ated. Then note the clearance between the
trip finger in its no:nnal position and the
trip lever of the brush. Gauge the gap with a
No. 89 round thickness gauge.

!::.!

Next lower the brush rod sufficiently
to permit the trip rod to be fuJ.ly operated and then raise the brush rod to the position referred to in the previous paragraph
and again note the clearance between the trip
finger and the brush trip lever.
If readjustment is necessary and the
trouble is found to exist on all of the
trip fingers of the trip rod, the position or
the angalar travel o~ all the trip fingers
shou1d be changed as outlined in 2.23, K-2,
care being taken to see that the requirement
covering the ciearance between the end- of the
trip fingers and the sleeve springs can still
be aet.

Flange
Pliers

Bottom__J
Flange

!::!

If the trouble is not due to a general
misalignment of all the trip fingers,
check the location of the multiple brush to
see that it meets requirement 3.09 (Horizontal
Centerin.t:) • I f the brush is set correctly,

Fig. N - Kethod of Adjusting Binding Trip
Finger
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f'or excessive trip finger end play, that is,
_excessive gap be~ween the top or bottom horizontal flange of the trip finger frame and the
M-1
To oheck for the freedom of movement of yoke, I t the trip finger is adjusted near the
the trip rod, operate the trip magnet
minimum or maximum height adJustment, see that
manually by grasping the trip magnet armature
the requirement is met with the end play of
and the core further from the fulcrum between
the trip finger taken up in either direction.
the thumb and forefinger, squeezing them together and then allowing the armature to reDOWN STOP COLLA.R LOCATION.
(Rq .2.28)
lease slowly under pressure,
~
The stop collars now in use are of two
M-2
If it is noted that tha trip rod is
types; the old type of which two up and
two down stop collars are used.for each brush
sll18gish Yben operated and released in
this manner first make sure that requirements
rod, and the new type ot which only one up and
3,04 (Clearance Between Rotating Lever and Top one down stop coll~r is required. The proClutch Locating Plate), 3,17 (Point of Contact cedure used in adjusting stop collars of' either
Between Trip Armature Extension and Rotating
type is essentially the same.
Lever)-, 3,20 (Location of Sharp Edge of Trip
Armature Extension) and 3,30 (Clearance BeM-2
First make sure that the commutator
brush springs are in the correct adjusttween Tri~ Rod Stop Collar and Bottom of' Bearing Plate) have been met, then check the free- ment as specified in the R.A.P, covering this
apparatus.
dom of' movement of the bearings and make sure
that the trip rod does not bind at its lower
end due to dirt in the mounting hole, Loosen
M-3
nyn Commutator Brush Spring Clearance
To adjust :f'or this clearance, loosen
the stop collar with the 3-1/2" cabinet screwdriver, lif't out t-he trip rod and clean out
the down stop collar clamping screws (if' one
the trip rod mounting hole in the top clutch
of the new type) with a No. 220 wrench. If
locating plate when the bind is due to dirt at 'the rod is equipped with old type down stop
this point. .After the hole has been cleaned
collars, loosen the clamping screws with the
out replace the trip rod and adJust the stop
KS-2631 screw-driver. Raise the brush rod apcollar as covered in paragraph 2,30,
proximately 1/8" and push the down stop collar
or collars down on the bearings, Then tighten
M-3
If the cause of' the s1118gish return of'
the clamping screws Juet sufficiently to support the weight of the brush rod. Grasp the
the tr~p rod is a weak retractile
spring, replace the spring.
brush rod just below the commutator brush
frame and tap the down stop collar or collars
VERTICAL CLEARil~CE BETWEEN
{Rq,3,27) up by carefully raising and lowering the brush
rod until the bottom edge of' the "Y" commutator
BOTTOM OF HQRIZONTAL FLANGE
OF TRIP FINGER AND TRIP LEVER
brush spring clears the top edge of' the reference hole in the "Y" commutator segment by
,020", With the down stop collar or collars
M-1
To obtain this clearance bend the trip
in this position, tighten the clamping screws
finger very slightly up or down as resUf'ficiently to prevent the collar or collars
quired wit• a Bo, 327 trip finger adJuster as
shown in Fig. o,
from- slipping on the brush rod. Scribe a line
on the brush rod at the top of' the down stop
collar and, in subsequent adjustments, make
sure that the top of the down stop collar is
not raised above the scribed line.
FREEDOM 0 F MOVEMENT OF
TRIP ROD

(Rq.3.26)

Multiple Brush Reset If the multiple
brush will not reset under the conditions specified in the requirement, loosen the
multiple brush clamping screw with the No. 220
wrench and lower the multiple brush, taking
care that there is the specified clearance between the multiple brush frame and the top of
the down stop collar. If it is found necessary
to lower the multiple brush, relocate the brush
springs as required as covered in 2.09, 2.14,
2,15 and 2.16. If' the multiple brush resets
properly under the conditions specified, and
there is not the specified clearance between
the down stop collar and the multiple brush
frame, lower the down stop collar or collars.
When checking to see that the reset lever restorP.G with a snap with the proper gauge inderted between the down stop collar and the
bearing plate, make sure that the reset lever
does not ride oft of' the side of' the bearing
or reset plates when the brush resets.
~

Trip
Finger

Fig. 0 - Method of' AdJusting Clearance
Between Bottom of' Trip Finger
Flange and Trip Lever

!:!

Care should be taken that this adJustment does not throw the horizontal
f'lange out of square with the trip rod.

K-3

At the time this requirement is being
checked a visual check should be made

If the reset lever is sluggish or f'ails
to restore fully to its normal position,
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this may be caused by friction between the rollers and the connecting plate on the trip lever assembly. To remedy this condition lubricate the surfaces of the rollers which come in
contact with the connecting plate with W.E.
lubricating compound No. 3. To do this raise
the brush rod and tr:J.p the multiple brush.
Dip an R-1575 camel's hair brush in the lubricant, remove the excess lubricant from the
brush before withdrawing the brush from the
container and apply the lubricant as shown in
Fig. P. After the lubricant bas been applied
restore and trip the multiple brush a few
times manually to insure that the lubricant
will reach the entire surfaces of the rollers
where they come in contact with the connecting
plate.

general, raise the brush and lower the springs
as covered in K-4. In any case, if an adJustment is necessary, recheck for the brush reset
and adjust for it, if necessary.

H

ar w
esEec
o ear ng
en
e
final looation of t e old type down stop collars has been obtained as outlined above, lower the brush rod until one of the down stop
collars rests against the bearing plate.
Loosen the clamping screw of the other down
stop collar, slide it down snugly against its
associated bearing and fasten it in place.

M-9
-rened.

See that the clamping screws of all the
down stop collars are securely tight-

2.29
...,..-

CLEARANCE BFrWEEN BRUSH ROD
UP STOP COLLARS AND BOTTOlt

(Rq.3.29)

OF BEARING PUTE

M-1

To make the adjustment, raise the brush
rod until the rack index number 101
shows Just above the clutch sighting plate-,
making sure that the weight of the brush rod
assembly rests on the clutch pawl.

Connecting Plate

iH th the brush
a new style up
check to see that the
lar is at least 1/32"
irom the underside of
plate.
'---1111---1111-~-

R-157 5
Camel's
Hair
Brush

rod in this position, if
stop collar is used,
top surface of the colbut not more than 1/16"
the bearing locating

*-3

To adjust the new style up stop collars
shift them on the rod as required using
the No. 220 socket wrench to loosen and tighten the clamping screw.

-

14-4

If the old type up stop collars are
used, see that one of the collars is
the same distance away from the bearing plate
Bis set forth above for the new style collar.

M-5

To adjust the old type up stop collars
shift one of them on the rod as required
using the KS-2631 screw-driver to loosen and
tighten the stop collar clamping screw. Raise
the brush rod until the adjusted collar touches
against ~he underside of th~ bearing plate.
Then, securely fasten the other old type up
stop collar so that its top surface fits snugly
against the underside of the associated· bearing
plate. Check the setting by lowering the brush
Fig. P - Method of Lubricating the Connecting rod and raising it under power as far as it
Plate and Rollers on the Trip Lever
will go. See that with one atop collar resting
Assembly
against the bearing plate, the gap between the
other stop collar and its associated bearing
plate should not be more than approximately
.005". Remove the up drive power and notice
X-6
If the reset lever snags against its
that the rack index number 101 shows just above
associate reset (bearing) plate when
the clutch sighting plate With the weight of
the brush restores lubricate the reset lever
the brush rod assembly on the clutch pawl.
and the reset (bearing) plate as covered in
With the rod in this position, raise the rod by
2.1, M-4.
hand and note that there is at least 1/32" but
not more than 1/16" of travel in the rod before
M-7
Clearance Between Each Multiple Brush
the stop collars engage with the bearing plate.
Fi'ame and Cross-Member If the lack of
clearance ls general for all brushes on the.
rod, correct by lowering the down stop collar
or collars. If the lack of clearance is not
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CLEARANCE BETWEEN TRIP ROD

STOP cdLtAR DD BOTTOl!
OF '.BEARTifd PLATE

(Rq.3.30)

To adJust for this clearance slacken
the stop collar clamp screw with the
KS-2631 screw-driver if the clamp screw is of
the old style, or with a No. 220 socket wrench
if the clamp screw is of the new style, and
insert the .015" step of the No. 80 thickness
gauge between the bearing plate and the top
edge of the collar. Baise the collar until
the thickness gauge is snug against the under
side of the plate, then secure the collar.
The adJlli!tment should insure the collar
sufficient clearance from the bearing
plate, so that the rod will be free to turn in
its bearings and will not be great enough to
disturb the trip finger adJustment when the
rod is lifted while the brush is being trippe~
Note that with the trip rod in its normal position, the stop collar does not touch the
bearing clamp and when the trip rod is allowed
to return to normal slowly after being operated and raised, that the stop collar does not
catch in the slot in the bearing plate.

:U-2

BRUSH FRliiiES AND BANK

(Rq .3.31)

TERMINALS

If it is found that the multiple brush
frames fail to clear the No. 10 and No.
49 bank terminals of the No. O bank or the No.
99 terminal of the No. 4 bank on old style apparatus not equipped with a bearing plate
above the No. 4 banks by the required amount
as specified in requirement 3.31, make a check
to determine if this condition is caused by a
bowed rack.

!:!

Uncouple the·rack and brush rod and
raise the rod away from the rack, supporting the rod in the raised position. Remove the rack from the clutch, and if it is
bowed, straighten it by bending with the fingers, taking care to leave no kinks in it.

Trip the brush and run it to its topmost position under power. Watch the
brush reset lever and if it Jiggles or.vibrates, the brush in question should be checked
fUrther. Trip it and run it up and down slowly by hand and note if any of the spring contacts catch slightly· on the terminals at any
part of the bank. A"heavy tension on the
clutch pawl spring will sometimes cause the
zero brush reset lever to vibrate. This can
be eliminated"by holding the down-drive armature operated enough to remove the pawl while
the rod is being driven up.

M-2

M-3

An attempt should be made to correct
chattering or snagging by adjusting the
springs causing the trouble so that their oontact surfaces are as parallel as possible to
the contact surfaces of the bank terminals.
The 380-A spring adJuster may be used.for this
purpose.

M-4

Replace the rack and recouple it to the
brush rod.

If the necessary clearance is not now
visible, the brush rod should be inspected for kinks, bows or a bent condition at
the rack tongue slot. Any bowing or kinking
of the rod should be removed as covered -in
paragraph 2.05, If the required clearance is
still unobtainable, the bearing closest to the
faulty part of the rod may be moved so as to
get the required clearance. Care should be
taken however, not to move the bearing enough
to prevent the brush from meeting the requirements for brush intrus.ion, 3.12 and freedom of
movement of brush rod 3.05.

If the required clearance cannot be met
on the No. 4 banks on old frames which
are not. equipped with a bearing plate between
the No. 4 bank and the commutators the trouble
is due to a bent or bowed brush rod, This
condition should be corrected as outlined in
paragraph 2.05.

If the brush still chatters or snags it
should be removed and replaced.
LOCATION OF 8-a INDICATOR ON

FINAL FRAMES

(Rq.3.33)

To adJust an indicator which is not
within the limits covered in requirement 3.33 loosen one of the screws on the
pointer with the KS-2631 screw-driver and
raise or lower the pointer as required.
After the desired adJustment has been
obtained securely tighten the pointer
mounting screws.

M-2

FIN.AL INSPECTION
After all adJustments have been made
check to make sure that all screws and
nuts are seourely tightened.

M-l

MULTIPLE BRUSH REPLACEMENTS

M-4

M-5

{Rq,3,32)

See that the brushes are so centered
that they reliably clear all the terminals of the ·banks when in a reset condition,
as the selector travels up and down.

11-1

M-3

SMOOTH BRUSH TRAVEL

M-1

M-l

CLEARANCE BETWEEN MULTIPLE

~

TO REr.iOVE

A

MULTIPLE BRUSH

The cirouit associated with the selector to be worked on, also the ones on
either side of it shall be made busy except
when the brush to be changed is on an end rod,
in which case only two circuits shall be made
busy. See requirement l.004.
Cover the clutches on the side of the
frame being worked upon with a piece of·
canvas to protect against falling solder or
screws.
M-3

Raise the brush rod until the brush to
be removed is approximately in the middle of the bank and mark the brush rod as an
aid in properly locating the new brush.
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Unsolder the wires at the brush terminals.

location on the brush rod and lightly tighten
the clamping screw sufficiently to hold it in
place. Couple the rod and rack.

I t the brush to be remved is on the
No. 0 bank, uncouple the rack and reK-2
If the brush is to be placed on any
turn it to normal. Hold the brush and rod and
other bank but the top one, loosen the
loosen the multiple brush clamping screw with
brush clamping screw with the No. 220 socket
No. 220 socket wrench and then slide the brush 1Yrench and remove the latch :fr.om the brush by
off the lower end of the rod. Caretully pull
loosening the latch screws with the 3-1/2"
back the right hand springs Just far enough to cabinet screw-driver. Now trip the brush, and
permit the trip rod to pass between the reset
holding it by the contact end with the flat
roller and the sleeve spring and remove the
side of the tip spring up, pass the brush bebrush.
tween the rods to the left of the one on which
it is to be mounted. These operations are the
lf the brush to be removed is on any
reverse of those given in paragraph 2.351, M-7.
other bank except the top one, raise
the brush to its highest position, remove the M-3
After the entire brush has passed bebearing directly above the brush with the
tween the rods turn the contact end up
6-l/2" cabinet screw-driver, loosen the brush and reset the brush by reversing the operation
clamping screw with the No. 220 socket wrench, as given in paragraph 2.351, M-6. Pull back
the latch screws with the 3-l/2" cabinet
the springs to allow the trip rod to enter the
screw-driver and remove the latch.
brush. Keeping the brush above the bank terminals pull the brush rod out slightly and
!:! Move the brush up on the rod until the turn the brush so that it will engage the rod.
springs are above the bank terminals
With the springs between the proper bank terand swing it to the left until the brush frame minals, slide the brush dow~ to approximately
its correct position on the rod and assemble
is free of thtt brush rod. As it wi 11 be necthat latch to the brush frame. Tighten the
essary to bow the rod outward slightly to
clear the brush frame extreme care shall be
latch screws and lightly tighten the clamping
screw. Replace the bearing.
exercised not to distort or kink the rod.
Pull the right band springs out to permit the
trip rod to pass between the roller and sleeve !!=!
If the brush is to be placed on the top
spring as the clamp end of the brush is tipped
bank, loosen the brush clamping screw
with the No. ~20 socket wrench and remove the
downwards.
latch by loosening the latch screws with the
M-8
Trip the brush and, bringing the contact 3-l/2" cabinet screw-driver. Raise the brush
rod to the top position, and set the brush in
end of the springs forward, remove the
place by passing the brush springs down over
brush from between the rods by twisting the
the top terminals, spreading the springs so
brush in a cloclcwise direction so that it is
that they pass easily over the· terminals.
at right apgles with the above position, and
then drawing it out by moving the contact ends Slide the brush down· on the rod to approximate
ly its correct location and attach the latch
of the springs to the left.
and tighten the clamping screw sufficiently to
hold it in place.
If the brush to be removed is on the
top bank raise the brush rod to its
M-5
highest po.sition and remove th11 latch as covSolder the wires to the brush terminals.
ered in paragraph M-6.
The proper colors can be ascertained by
referring to a similar brush on an adjacent
!::1:Q Then move the brush up on the rod until rod.
the springs clear the bank terminals
and remove the brush from between the rods as
Lower the brush rod to the notch in the
rack corresponding to the bottom tercovered in paragraph M-8.
minal and see that the multiple brush is approximately centered on the first set of mulTO PLACE A MULTIPLE BRUSH
tiple bank terminals. Tighten the clamping
If the brush to be placed is on the No. screw Just tight enough to prevent the brushes
from dropping but loose enough to enable final
O bank loosen the brush clamping screw
with the No. 220 socket wrench. Raise the rod adjustment to be made bv lightly tapping up or
down on the brush.
so that the multiple brush may be slipped up
over the bottom end. Carefully pull back the
!:! ~'a.Just the brush when placed in accordright hand springs Just sufficiently so that
ance with the requirements and methods
the trip rod will pass between the reset rol. ler and the sleeve spring and place the bru8h. specified herein •
In placing the brush, see that the contact
springs are between the proper bank terminals,
slide the brush to approximately its proper

14.-5

Attached:
R.A.P. X-70263-01. Sheets 1 to 7 Incl.,
Issue 2-B
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SECTIOR 3 - REQ,UIREl:ENTS
REASON FOR ISSUE. covnmm CHANGES IN REQ,UIRDENTS
tROllt X-702630001, rssOE 1
l.

To add a requirement (3.01) to cover the
lubrication of trip rod rotating levers
and olutoh trip armature extensions, and
multiple brush reset levers and reset
(bearing) plates. (Class B).

2.

To ahange the requirement covering stud
gap (3.08) to speoi!y that there shall be
a perceptible. stud gap on every terminal
on the bank in addition to the definite
limits of I!.§! at least .005", Read.Just
at least .008" at the reference terminal.
(Class D).

3.

remove from the methods and to cover
in the requirement for the hori~ontal
centering of multiple brushes (3.09) the
check which should be made if one sleeve
shoe touches tts adjacent terminal.
(Class D).

insure that the point of engagement
shall be inside the rounded corner at
the front edge of the rotating lever.
(Clase D).
9.

To add a requirement covering the clearance between the trip armature extension
and the rack (3.21). (Class D).

10.

To add a requirement covering the clearance between the trip armature extension
and adjacent multiple brush frames
(3.22). (Class D).

ll.

To combine the requirements covering
trip rod return to nonnal and trip rod
operation (3.26). (Class D).

12.

To change the requirement covering the
clearance between the down stop collar
and multiple brush frame on both old and
new style collars (3.28, (cl and c2) ).
(Clase D).

13.

To add a requirement covering the clearance between the "Y" commutator brush
spring and the reference hole in the associated "Y" commutator segment (3.28
(d) ) • (Class D).

~o

4.

To change the requirement covering bridging sleeve spring location (3.14) to include the .075" travel requirement.
(Class D).
·

5.

To omit the requirement covering sleeve
spring stagger.
'

6.

To change the requirement covering nonbridging sleeve spring location (3.15) to
include brushes with double contact sleeve 14.
springs. (Clase D) •

7.

To change the requirement covering tip
and ring spring looation (3.16) to specify an adjustment for the reference terminal. (Class D).

8.

To change the requirement covering the
point of contact between trip armature
extension and rotating lever (3.17) to

To change the requirement covering clearance between each multi~le brush frame
and cross member (3.28 (e) ). (Class D),

15.

To change the requirement covering clearance between multiple brush frames and
bank terminals (3.31).
(Class D).

16.

To add a requirement covering the location of the 8-A indicator on final
frames (3.33). (Class D).

DEFINITIONS AND GENERAL INFOIDl.ATION
3.001

MulttKle Brush Contact Spring Pressure
ls t t which It ls necessary to overcome to start a tripped brush contact
spring away from its associated bank
terminal when the gauge is applied at
a point on the spring approximately
l/4" from the end of the spring.

3 .002

Additional Gene:rs.l . Information Reference shall be made to R.l.P. X-70000-01
covering General Requirements, Definitions and Information, for additional
information necessary for the proper
application of the requirements listed
on these sheets.

REQUIREMENTS
FOR
PANEL DISTRICT, OFFICE, INCOMING AND FINAL SELECTOR ELEVATOR APP~RJ.TUS
(NO. 11 TYPE AND D-85387 MULTIPLE BRUSHES, NO. 2 AND NO. 9 TYPE BRUSH
RODS, NO. l TYPE TRIP RODS, NO. 8 TYPE INDIC1•TORS 1~ NO. 1-.11. GUIDES)
( 7 SJ!EETS) SHEET 1
R.A.P. X-70263-01, ISSUE 2-B
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REQUIREICDTS

3.0l

Rack
Coupling
Pln__;_

Lubrioat1on
(a) Bifore the installer starts the operation
teat, the following points shall be lubricated
with one application ot Western Electric Lubricating Compound No. 3.

(1) On Trip Rod Rotat1!!f Levers and Trip J.r-

mature Eitpnsions,lie surfices of these
parts Where they come in contact with
each other.

Rack 'l'ongu

Fig. 1

(2)

On Kultifle Brush Reset Levers, the underside of 1ie lever for a distance ot approximately 1/2" t'rom the end.
-

(3)

On Reset (Bearing) Plates, the surrace
with which the reset'iever comes in contact.

(b) Care should be taken that none ot the lubri-

cant gets on the racks or the cork rolls ot
the drive.
(c) Trip rod rotating levers and trip armature
extensions, reset levers and reset (bearing)
plates which show signs or wear and reset
levers which stick when resetting, together
with their associated reset (bearing) plates,
shall be lubricated, it required, at the discretion of the Telephone Company.

3.02

Rack Tongue Position The rack tongue shall have
slif'ticlent tension to hold it against the rack
coupling pin and shall engage with the slot in
the brush rod in such a manner as to prevent any
twisting motion in the rack being transmitted to
the rod. There shall be a perceptible clearance
between the rack tongue and all aides or the slot
in the brush rod. Gauge by eye and by reel.

3.03

Rack Coulling Pin Engafiment The radk coupling
pin shii be sufficient 7 free in th~ brush rod
to allow the rod to rest on the ahou~der ot the
rack and to prevent any twisting motion ot the
rack being transmitted to the rod. Gauge by eye.

3.04

Clearance Between Rotating Lever and Top Clutch
Locating Plate This clearance shiiilbe at least
Ciuge by eye.
1

.o2o".

3.05

Freedom or Kovement or Brush Rod A brush rod
shill be sutficlently free In Its bearings_ to return to noraal due to its own weight plus the
weight of the rack when lowered slowly trom any ·
position except the brush restoring position with
the pawl lifted and with any brush tripped.

3.06

l-A Guide Location Throughout the length or
travel ot the brush rod, the prongs ot the l-A
guide ~ touch the tront or rear or the trip rod,
but shall not bind at t.hese points and the closed
side ot the l-A guide shall clear the trip rod
reliably with any brush tripped, but the trip rod
shall be wholly within the prongs or the guide.
Gauge by eye.

Brush
Bearing
Half

~---...-..__...,.....,,....~--------,3.07

Fig. 4

Brush Rod Bearing Gap The bearing halves shall
be placed as closely together as possible without
causing the brush rod to bind and the gap between
the bearing halves at both tront and rear or the
bearing shall not be more than .005". Gauge by
eye.

REQUIRJ:XEl'CTS
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REgUIREl.:ENTS (CONT.)
Terminal

Stud. Gap With the brush tripped and centered on
the re~erence terminal of the bank, the etud gap
shall be:
·
Test
- At least .005"
'R'ii!Just - At least .008"
•nd there shall be a perceptible stud gap at every
other terminal ot the bank. Use the No. 86 gauge.

Approx.
3.09

Horizontal Centering of ~ultiple Brushes With
the mUltiple brush in the reset position at the
reference terminal of the bank, there shall be a
perceptible clearance between the sleeve spring
shoes and the tip and ring terminals. If one
shoe .touches 1ts adJacent terminal, this requi~e
ment shall be considered as having been met it
the perceptible clearance can be obtained in the
following manner. Kove the springs ot the brush
to the lett or right until the back ot the other
shoe touches its adJacent terminal. Then release
the pressure slowly and allow the brush to assume
its normal position. Gauge by eye.

3.10

T1p and Rine; S~ring Clearance With the brush in
its reset posi ion and the brush rod resting on
the pawl for any position ot the bank, there
shall be a clearance of at least l/64" between
either the tip or ring spring and its associated
terminal, when the brush· is held so that the back
ot the turther sleeve spring is touching its adJacent tip or ring terminal. Gauge by eye.

3.11

Brush Sring Tension '•Yi th the brush tripped and
centere on the reference terminal of the bank
the tension ot each spring shall be:
Test
- Min. 25 grams, max. 60 grams
liiiIJust - Min. 30 grams, max. 45 grams
Use the lo. 68 gauge.

3.12

Brush Intrusion The contacting surfaces of the
springs shill proJect in from the end of the terminal not less than half and not more than the
full width of the shoe when the brush ie tripped
on any terminal of the bank. The intrusion requirement shall be met at the top, bottom and
middle ot the bank. It will be satisfactory however if this requirement is slightly exceeded at
the top or bottom of the bank in isolated cases,
provided these cases are not due to any general
misalignment of the bank. Gauge by eye.

3.13

Parallelism of Brush Spri~s When the brush is
tripped on the reference lirminal the contacting
surfaces of the springs of the brush shall be approximately parallel to the contacting surfaces
ot the terminal. .i:t.ny divergence from this parallel condition shall not exceed .005" when the
brush engages the bank terminal the full width ot
the fiber shoe. If the brush engages the bank
terminal less than the full width of the fiber
shoe, the amount that the spring and terminal may
be out of parallel is proportional to the amount
of brush intrustion, being .0025" when the brush
spring engages the terminal only one-half the
width of the fiber shoe. Gauge b7 eye.

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

Fiber
Shoe

Fig. 7

... -- Termina1----i

Multiple
Brush
Fig. 8
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REQUIRl!XENTS (CONT,)
_ _ _ _ 3.14
Higher
Sleeve
Spring

Bri~ng

Sleeve Spri~ Location
Spring Wi
the brush rod raised so
that the rack index number~ shows just
above the clutch sighting plate and with the
weight of the brush rod assembly resting on
the clutch pawl, the upward travel of the
lower sleeve spring from the rest position'to
the point of break with the reference terminal shall be .075 11 ± .005 11 • Use the lamp
circuit and the Bo. 396-A rack locating tool
with the ± .005" tolerance gauged by eye and
feel.
High.er S~ing With the rack index number 52
Showing list above the clutch sighting plate
and with the weight of the brush rod assembly
resting on the clutch pawl, the top edge "C"
of the higher sleeve spring shall not be above
the center line of terminal No. 53. Gauge by
eye.

(a)~wer

Fig. 9
Reference
Te~inal

Max. Up Limit
for Center Line
of Sleeve
Spring
Center
Line of
Ref er enc e---1,.--111--1-/1
Terminal

3.15

Non-bri4ging Sleeve Spring Location With the
rack inirex number 49 show---rng Just above the
>o--4-4+++-------clutch sighting plate and with the weight of the
brush rod assembly resting on the clutch pawl;
Max.
Down .-+---(a) On No. 11-B and No. 11-E Brushes, the center
Limit
line of the sleeve spring shall not be more
than .010" below nor more than .010" above
Centerfo£ ine
the center line of the reference terminal.
of Sleeve Spri
Gauge
by eye.
Fig. 10
----(b) On Nos. 11-C 11-F, 11-G and D-85387 Brushes,
Center Line of
the center 1lne of either sleeve spring shill
Brush ,010"
not be more than .010" below nor more than
Max. Up
.OlO" above the center line of the reference
terminal. Gauge by eye.

Contact
Spring

T~ and Ring Spring Location
The upper edge of
t
contact portion ot the spring shall not be below tne upper edge of the terminal and the lower
edge of the contact portion of the spring shall
not be above the lower edge of the terminal when
the rack is resting on the pawl for any position
on the bank. If the vertical spacing of the multiple bank terminals is within requirements, this
requirement may be checked as follows: With the
pawl engaging the notch in the rack corresponding
to the reference terminal, the upper edge of the
contact portion of the multiple brush spring
shall be at least .010" (1/2 thickness of terminal) test, .015" (3/4 thickness of terminal)
readJust above the top edge of the reference terminal and the lower edge of the contact portion
of the multiple brush spring shall be ~t least
.010" test, .015" readJust, below the bottom edge
of the reference terminal. Gauge by eye.

Center Line of
Reference
Terminal

Center Line of
Bruah .010"
118.:r. Down

Fig. 11

ll'ig.
Top of Clutch
Locating Plate

3.17

Point of Contact Between Trip .a.rmature Extension
and Rotating Lever With the armature in its normal position the point of engagement between the
rounded surface of the tip of the trip armature
extension and the rotating lever shall be ins.Ide
the rounded corner at the front edge of the rotating lever. Gauge by eye.

3.18
,_____,..,'-''----Trip
Armature
Extension

Vertical Location of Trip Armature Extension with
Respect to Rotating Lever The tip of the trip
armature extension shall not project above or below the rotating lever. Gauge by eye.

Pig. 13

REQ.UIRDlENTS
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REQUIREtlEBTS (CONT.)

"'/'~
/,.,,,,
.
------------- 3. 20

... -~

Trip
Armature
---------Extension
Fig. 14
Multiple
Brush
Frame,---,

r-3.21

3.22

Rack

-Trip
Armature
Extension

}'ig. 15
·-

13.23
-- -----,-------------'

13.24

-- ---- ____J
Trip
Finger--

-Trip
Lever

Sleeve·
Spring

Fig. 16
r-3.27

Top
Flange,_

--- _J

II
I
I

i

-,----._

I

- __J

----Trip Lever

c:.-

Location of Sharp Edge of Trip Armature Extension
With the trip armature In its fully operated position, the sharp edge at the end of the rounded
portion of the trip armature extension shall not
come into contact with the rotating lever. Ge.uge
by eye.
Clearance Between Trip Armature Extension and
Rici With the trip armature extension :tiilly operated there shall be a reliable clearance between the trip armature extension and the rack
for all positions of the rack. Gauge by eye.
Clearance Between Trip Armature and Multiple
Brush Frame
(a) With the trip armature in the normal position,
the trip armature extension shall clear the
frame of the multiple brush to the right of
it. Gauge by eye.
(b) With the trip magnet fully operated, the trip
armature extension shall clear the frame of
the multiple brush directly above it. -Gauge
by eye.
Clearance Between End of Trill. Finger and Sleeve
Sprinfs With the multiple brush in the normal
(rese ) position and with the trip finger in
either the operated or the non-operated position,
this clearance shall be min. 1/16". Use No. 89
gauge.
Horizontal Clearance Between TriG Finger and Trip
Lever With the trip finger In t e operated or
ilii""iion-operated position, there shall be at least
1/64" clearance between the trip finger and the
associated multiple brush trip lever, the brush
being in the normal (reset) position. Use No. 89
gauge•
Trip Finger Return to Normal 1rip fingers shall
not be sluggish when allowed tci return very slowly from the trip position to the normal position.
Ge.uge by feel and by eye.

3.26

Trip Rod I

Parallelism of Contact Between Trif Armature Extension and Rotating Lever 1he tr p armature extension shill present an approximately parallel
surface to the rotating lever surface. Gauge by
eye.

Freedom of Movement of Trip Rod There shall be
no tendency tor the trip rod to fail to operate
or be sluggish in operation or in returning to
its normal position when the trip magnet armature
is slowly operated manually and srowly released.
Gauge by eye and by feel.
'
Vertical Clearance Between Bott m of Horizontal
an e of ri Fin er and ri
ever With the
r p inger engaging the rip lever and with the
trip rod down against the top channel of the
friction roll drive, this clear~nce shall be:
Test
- .IHn. approx. l/!>4";
-!!.nx. approx. l/16".
Readjust
Min.
l/64";
lllax.

Use the No. 89 gauge.

1/16".

Fig. 17
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REQUIREMENTS (CONT.)
3.28
Kul.tiple
Brush
Frame

Down Stop Collar Location
(a)

New St7le Down
Stop Collar -.iK'-<"""

Location of Down Stop Collars with Res_l)ect
to Bearings The down stop collars shall
rest upon the brush rod bearings when the
brush rods are in the normal or lowest po~
sition.

(al) In the case of old s~le collars, only one
collar need rest on t e brush rod bearings
in the normal position but the clearance between the other coll&~ and the bearings
shall be:
Test
- Not more than .006"
'RiS:dJust - Bot more than .005"
Gauge by eye.

Bearing Half

Fig. 18

(b)

Multiple Bru.sh Reset When the brush rod 1s
lowered under power·; any tripped brush shall
reset with a snap with a
Test
- .010" (85-B thiclcness gauge)
lrei!~ust - .020" (85-C thickness gauge)
placed be ow the nearest down atop collar.

(c)

Down Stop Collar and ~ultiple Brush Frame
Clearance This clearance shall be:

Old Style
Dgwn Stop
· collar

(cl) For old style collars
Test
- At least .004"
JreidJust - Approximately l/32"

l!'ig. 19

(c2) For new style collars
Test
- .11.t !east l/64"
nyn
lte'idJust - Approximately 3/32"
Spring
Gauge by eye.
"Y" Conmutator Brush Spring Clearance With
the brush rod in Its normal (down) position,
there shall be a clearance between the lower
edge of the contact portion of each "Y" commutator brush spring and the top edge of the
reference hole in the corresponding "Y" segment of:
Test
- ~t least .015"
lreii!Just - ~t least .020"
Gauge by eye •

Fig. 20
Cross Kember

Clearance Between :Each ~ultiple Brush Frame
and Cross l?.ember With the brush rod in its
normal (down) position this clearance shall
be:
Test
- Perceptible
lreidJust - At least l/64 11
Gauge by eye.

Fig. 21
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Plate ---

REQUIREMENTS (CONT,)

r3.2~

--

Brush Rod:
Up Stop
Collar

~--~~~~ ______]

'

Clearance Between Brush Rod Up Stop Collars and
Bottom ot Bearing Plate With the weight ot the
brush rod assembly resting on the olutch pawl and
with the raok index number "101" showing just
above the clutoh sighting plate, this olearance
shall be min. 1/32", max. l/J,.6". Gauge by eye.

Fig. 22
/3.30

Bearing Plate-

Rod
Trip//

Clearance Between the Trip Rod Sto~ Collar and
the Bottom of the Bearing Plite T ls clearance
shall be:
Test
- llin •• 008", max •• 025"
Ire'iCijust - Kin •• 010", max •• 020 11
Gauge by eye.
·

Bear i ng Clampl

/

3.31

Clearance Between Mult~le Brush Frames and Bank
index numbers 10 and 49
Termi:oals With the ra
respectively, showing just above the clutch sighting plate and with the weight of the brush rod
assembly resting on the clutch pawl, this clearance shall be at least 1/32" on No. 0 banks. On
old type frames only which do not have a bearing
plate above the No. 4 bank, this clearance shall
also be met at the top terminal of the No. 4 bank
when the brush rod is raised so that the rack index number 99 shows just above the clutch sighting plate and the weight ot the brush rod assembly
rests upon the clutch pawl. Gauge by eye.

3.32

Smooth Brush Travel With the brush tripped and
as the selector travels up and down in normal opera ti on, each brush shall meet the following condition:
(a) It shall run smoothly over the bank terminals
without chattering.
(b) It shall not snag against the bank terminals.
(c) It shall not ride off the bank terminals.

3,33

Location of 8-A Indicator on Final Frames With
the rack index number 49 showing Just above the
clutch sighting plate and with the weigh~ of the
brush rod assembly resting on the pawl, the indicator pointer shall coincide appr_oximately with
the mark on the indicator strip between Nos. 48
and 50. Gauge by eye.

Trip
Stop
Fig. 23
Bank

,--------·
Ur.:

-----

Fie. 24
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